Elevated Risk Management Services

Brewery Pak® has Launched a NEW Insurance Service for Breweries

Features:
- Develop 3D model construction of structures
- Create property elevation and topography model
- Capture data (geo-coordinates & telemetry)
- Survey property in its entirety capturing exact measurements of structures and property features (square feet, acreages, volume, distance)
- Observe and record property infrastructure
- Assess property terrain & geographic features

Benefits:
- Identify unscheduled property to include in the insurance policy
- Assess wildfire risk of property and surrounding area
- Record thermal data from onsite equipment/infrastructure to assess electrical fire risk
- Mitigate wildfire risk through analysis of defensible space around structures

While drones are not new to insurance, (they’ve been used in the gathering of data for claims purposes for several years) Brewery PAK has developed a proprietary Drone Tool, iRAD™, to assess and reduce property risks and to ensure breweries are properly covered BEFORE claims occur.
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